E-field Control of the RKKY Interaction in FeCoB/Ru/FeCoB/PMN-PT (011) Multiferroic Heterostructures.
E-field control of antiferromagnetic (AFM) orders is promising for the realization of fast, compact, and energy-efficient AFM applications. However, as the AFM spins are strongly pinned, the E-field control process is mainly based on the exchange bias regulation that usually confines at a low temperature. Here, a new magnetoelectric (ME) coupling mechanism for the modulation of AFM orders at room temperature is explored. Based on the FeCoB/Ru/FeCoB/(011) Pb(Mg1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 -PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF) heterostructures, the external E-field generates relative magnetization switching in the two ferromagnetic (FM) layers, leading the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction tuning. This voltage-induced switching behavior can be repeated in a stable and reversible manner for various SAFs, which is a key challenge in the E-field control of AFM coupling and is not resolved yet. The voltage-induced RKKY interaction changes by analyzing the dynamic optical and acoustic modes is quantified, and with first-principles calculations, it is found that the distortion of the Fermi surface by the lattice reconstruction is the key of the relative magnetization switching and RKKY interaction modulation. This voltage control of the RKKY interaction in ME heterostructures provides an easy way to achieve the next generation of AFM/FM spintronic applications.